CSC March Minutes
Attendees: Kim Lemme, Michon Schmidt, Caiti Dolegowski, Kristen
Shiramizu, Lisa Hennessey, Michele Townley, Evyenia Pappas, Lynn
Heintzman, Mindy Klowden, Ali Terry, Beth Griffiths
Agenda:
 Michon spoke to Lake Middle School meeting (about 15 parents in
attendance, most of them from Brown). These meetings are meant
to help begin the dialogue between the families and Lake and get
more accurate information out there. Every 3 weeks these
meetings will be held AS WELL AS tours for parents to go visit some
classrooms. She wants families to see the passing periods. The turn
around money that was allocated for them has been spent. COLocation (2 separate schools) with Strive, however, if Lake gets their
numbers up, Strive will have to go. We need to start talking to our
3rd & 4th grade families now to make sure they know all of the great
things about Lake. Lake also wants to have a booth at our Spring
festival to market themselves/community engagement and they
would also give the money to our school. Please contact Michon
Schmidt for more info. michon@sukle.com (will someone please
verify this email?)
 Develop (or find the one from a few years ago) an assessment list to
shoot out to parents so they know more about what these
assessments are. We see the acronyms all the time but have no
idea what they mean and how they are used inside the classroom.
 Instead of hiring an AP we are participating in the Learn to Lead
program. We are pretty sure that it will be Sue Williams (current AP
at Bradley which is also an IB school). Her title is “principal intern.”
This role will look basically like an AP. She will also be the principal of
our summer school. The district pays 30% and we pay 70%.
 Lisa Hennessy and Amy Hegwood applied for our differentiated
roles and both accepted it. They are called “senior team leads.”
Lisa will go to .5 SPED/.5 Coaching & Evaluating Teachers. Meegan
Epps will become 1.0 SPED teacher. Amy will be .5 3rd grade
(sharing with Whitney Hamlin who will also do .5 intervention for the
other half of the day)/.5 Coaching & Evaluating Teachers. Teachers
will opt in to receive coaching from Lisa and Amy.
 1.0 Spanish teacher will be hired and a 1.0 IB coordinator (they will
have the responsibilities of the library as well). This coordinator will
be Melissa Capozza. Lindsay Crocker will be helping again next
year with check in and check out.
 We are focusing our technology money on two things: There are 6
Promethean Boards in this school that need to go! Our goal over



the next 2 years is replace these boards. We will also buy another
laptop cart with 30 chrome books.
The postings that we currently have are Kindergarten (Amy
Anderson has resigned). Our Spanish position (Trent McFalls has
resigned). 3rd grade (add on classroom and Susan Powers has
applied). Whitney Hamlin’s position will then be open as well.

